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  1. Who was Jupiter?

The god of war and an agricultural guardian

The god of the sky and thunder, and king of the gods in Ancient Roman religion and mythology

The god of fresh water and the sea

2. Who is the equivalent of Jupiter in Greek mythology?

Zeus

Ares

Apollo

3. What is one of the symbols of Jupiter?

A vine

A lightning bolt

A chariot

4. Where did Jupiter reside?

Mount Olympus

Rome

Mount Etna

5. What was the sacred tree of Jupiter?

A pine tree

A cherry tree
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An oak tree

6. What was the primary sacred animal of Jupiter?

A shark

An eagle

A horse

7. What were the traditional sacrificial victims offered to Jupiter?

Rats

Lambs

Pigeons

8. What does the epithet "Jupiter Caelus" mean?

The sender of rain

Jupiter as the sky or heavens

Heavenly or celestial Jupiter

9. Who did Latins consider as the ancestor of Jupiter?

Zeus

Saturn

Ops

10. In which of the following temples Jupiter was worshiped as an individual deity?

Jupiter Optimus Maximus

Capitoline Temple

Jupiter Temple Stone
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Jupiter Quiz: questions and answers

Right answers

  1. Who was Jupiter?
  The god of the sky and thunder, and king of the gods in Ancient Roman religion and mythology
  2. Who is the equivalent of Jupiter in Greek mythology?
  Zeus
  3. What is one of the symbols of Jupiter?
  A lightning bolt
  4. Where did Jupiter reside?
  Rome
  5. What was the sacred tree of Jupiter?
  An oak tree
  6. What was the primary sacred animal of Jupiter?
  An eagle
  7. What were the traditional sacrificial victims offered to Jupiter?
  Lambs
  8. What does the epithet "Jupiter Caelus" mean?
  Jupiter as the sky or heavens
  9. Who did Latins consider as the ancestor of Jupiter?
  Saturn
  10. In which of the following temples Jupiter was worshiped as an individual deity?
  Jupiter Optimus Maximus
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